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Abstract: Remote sensing image processing is a very demanding procedure in terms of data manipulation and
computing power. Grid computing is a possible solution when the required computing performance or data sharing
is not available at the user’s site. Two scenarios of using Service Grids were analyzed in our papers [17, 18]. This
paper discusses another scenario of using Computational Grids. According to this scenario a prototype code for
satellite image classification was designed, implemented and tested.
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1 Introduction

There are at least three reasons for using Grid compu-
ting for satellite image processing: (a) the required
computing performance is not available locally, the
solution being the remote computing; (b) the required
computing performance is not available in one loca-
tion, the solution being cooperative computing; (c) the
required computing services are only available in spe-
cialized centres, the solution being application spe-
cific computing. In this paper we address mainly the
first issue.

A distributed infrastructure is a Grid infrastruc-
ture if it follows the three points of Ian Foster’s check-
list [6]: computing resources are not administered
centrally, open standards are used, non-trivial quality
of service is achieved.

A special Grid infrastructure, was recently built
within a Romanian research project, called Medio-
Grid. Its architecture was described in [14]. A soft-
ware prototype aiming to process the data acquired
from meteorological satellites by using Grid compu-
ting technology is under construction. The main ap-
plication that is envisioned is dealing with the predic-
tion of water floods and forest fires. The infrastruc-
ture is based on the distributed hardware resources
of academic service providers (for image acquisition,
storage and processing) from three Romanian centers.
Open standards like WSRF or SOAP are used in con-
junction with the open source software Globus Toolkit
4 which is related to Web technologies. The service
requirements are defined with the help of the specia-
lists from the National Agency of Meteorology. In
particular, high performance computing requirements

that cannot be covered by only one computing center
are of special interest for the project members.

Grids are classified in different types according to
their main functionalities. In principle, most people
distinguish between pure Computational Grids and
the more enhanced Data Grids. Other classifications
were recently surveyed in [22].

A Computational Grid focuses mainly on
computationally-intensive operations. A Data Grid
deals with the controlled sharing and management of
large amounts of distributed data. An Instrument Grid
is a special type of Grid which has a primary piece of
equipment (e.g. a satellite), and where the surroun-
ding Grid is used to control the equipment remotely
and to analyze the data produced.

Since remote sensing image processing is both
data and computing demanding, and involves special
instruments, a Grid infrastructure for satellite image
processing can be considered also as a Computational
Grid as well as a Data Grid or an Instrument Grid.

A new Grid type, named Service Grid, is cur-
rently gaining a significant place among the current
production Grids. While the Computational Grid was
designed for high performance computing at Web
scale, the Service Grid reflects the recent evolution
towards a Grid system architecture based on Web ser-
vices concepts and technologies. The Service Grids’
potential for remote sensing has already been pointed
out at the beginning of this evolution, for example
in [7]. More concrete initiatives in this context are
mentioned in Section 2 of this paper.

MedioGrid has been designed to rely mainly on
a Service Grid. Several specific WSRF services are
already available, related to the detection of river
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beds [17], clouds [16] and vegetation [2]. Several is-
sues related to MedioGrid seen as a Data Grid were
treated in [4]. In what follows we discuss the potential
of using MedioGrid infrastructure as a Computational
Grid.

The paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion discusses the state-of-the-art in the satellite image
processing on Computational and Service Grids. Sec-
tion 3 describes a scenario for using the Computa-
tional Grid, while Section 4 gives a concrete example.

2 State-of-the-art in Grid Processing
Satellite Images

Image processing applications require not only the
processing of large volumes of data, but also various
types of resources, and it is not reasonable to assume
the availability of all resources on a single system.
An early paper [12] describes a metacomputing ap-
plication that integrates specialized resources, high-
speed networks, parallel computers, and virtual re-
ality display technology to process satellite imagery.
The inputs of the near-real-time cloud detection code
are two-dimensional infrared and visible light images
from satellite sensors. Later on, the paper [15] pro-
poses a distributed system that connects users, data
bases and method bases; users are helped to find an
appropriate sequence of methods for processing, and,
using a broker, they schedule execution onto fast re-
mote processing units.

The authors of [5] developed a framework for
the remote access and manipulation of large geo-
referenced images. A dataflow visual programming
language allows users to develop programs out of
chains of image operators. TerraShare [20] is a modu-
lar, client-server system designed to address the image
management and distribution needs of geo-imaging
producers and distributors.

In the context of increasingly larger amounts of
data due to advances in sensor and storage technology,
Grid computing promises to enable image analysis of
a large amount of data of computationally expensive
operations on disparate data and heterogeneous clus-
ters of computers. The paper [11] presents a case
study that illustrates how to migrate the traditional
image process applications to Grid infrastructures for
different roles of image processing.

An experiment aiming to demonstrate the use of
Grid technology for remote sensing applications has
been carried out in the frame of the European project
DataGrid [8]. Other famous Grid projects focused
on spatial information are SpaceGrid, EarthObserva-
tion Grid, GODIS, or GENESIS. Middleware for re-
mote sensing image processing on Grid platform has

been developed and reported also in [26] (based on
Globus Toolkit, OpenPBS, and Condor-G). The goal
of IP4G [10] (Image Processing For The Grid) is to
create a Web service interface to a Grid infrastructure
in which image processing can be used across multi-
institutional resources. Specialized tools are used
as distributed workflow system, visualization toolkit,
and as segmentation and registration toolkit.

The paper [25] presents a programming model,
called PAGIS, that provides an interface to intro-
duce and customize Grid functionality. The proto-
type implementations focus on the domain of satellite
image processing for geographical information sys-
tems; exemplified operations include geo-rectification
and scaling the data. The paper [1] presents an archi-
tecture that allows access to remote supercomputing
facilities from a Web gateway; the implementation ex-
ploits the Globus toolkit; the utility of the approach is
proved in the context of using an active digital library
of remote sensing digital data.

There are several computationally demanding al-
gorithms that have been Grid-enabled in the last years.
For example, the paper [23] focuses on the paral-
lelization of satellite image geo-rectification on an
Alice-based Grid. The paper [3] outlines the design
and implementation of Grid-HSI, a service-oriented
architecture-based Grid application to enable remote
hyperspectral image analysis. The paper [24] dis-
cusses a remote sensing image classification algo-
rithm. The aim of the Grid middleware is to divide
jobs into several assignments and submit them to the
computing pool.

3 Scenarios for the Use of Grids in
Satellite Image Processing

In [17, 18] we have considered two scenarios of using
the MedioGrid infrastructure, both pointing towards
the necessity of Web-based Grid services. We give
a short description of these two scenarios before pre-
senting another possible scenario that is pointing to-
wards the necessity of Computational Grid services.

Scenario 1: Remote Processing of Satellite Ima-
ges [17]. A distributed database of large satellite
images is available to a virtual organization (VO) of
several research or academic institutions and compa-
nies as a shared facility. A user wants to apply a se-
quence of image processing standard procedures to
extract a particular information from specific images.
He has access to a workstation and owns a Grid cer-
tificate issued by the virtual organization. The user’s
workstation has reduced computing facilities and no
licence for a commercial image processing tool. The
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user has an advanced knowledge about the operations
to be performed on the images and low or medium
programming knowledge. The higher the number of
images to be simultaneously analyzed or the image
dimensions, the higher the CPU’s time to extract dif-
ferent features from the images. The user will quickly
realize that the available computing and storing re-
sources are not allowing the local processing of the
satellite images.

The infrastructure supporting this scenario should
consist in the following components: the client’s
codes and minimal facilities to access Grid infrastruc-
ture, at the user’s node; the service codes and the
catalog services that index Grid services and satel-
lite data at the repository nodes; the satellite data and
image processing software at the storage and compu-
ting nodes.

In order to respond to this scenario, a prototype
Grid service and a Web client were built using Globus
Toolkit 4 as Grid middleware and GIMP as image pro-
cessing tool. As mentioned above, it was assumed that
GIMP was available at the nodes where the satellite
data are residing.

Scenario 2: Remote Parallel Processing of Satel-
lite Images [18]. The conditions and requirements
are the same as in Scenario 1, but, in addition, neither
the local nor the remotely accessible computing nodes
can individually do the task in a reasonable time. It is
assumed that several resources of the virtual organi-
zation can be harnessed through a Grid service to deal
with the computationally demanding task.

The proposed infrastructure is slightly modified.
The computing nodes from the same institution, form-
ing a cluster, have fast access to the referenced ima-
ges. One site’s computing nodes are represented by a
head node that runs the Grid services. The head-nodes
are grouped together and visible through the service
index of the VO. It is also assumed that replicas of the
images to be processed are available on each head-
node, and through them, they are available to each
computing node from the same institution.

In order to respond to this scenario, a new proto-
type Grid service and a Java client were build. The
user selects the remote images that will be processed
and specifies the action to be undertaken, in GIMP
language. The classical ’farming model’ from paral-
lel processing theory is applied. The farmer is the Grid
service that splits the work between several workers.
The images are split into a number (provided by the
user) of smaller images (sub-images). The number of
the workers is equal to the number of sub-images. The
worker’s Java classes are available at the head nodes.
The list of head nodes is available and the user selects

the cluster(s) where the tasks will be launched. The
workers are running on the head nodes. Each worker
launches a remote GIMP server on the local cluster
and acts as a dispatcher for the incoming commands
and as GIMP a client.

Remarks. The two scenarios have in common the
idea that processing is moved to the place where the
images are available due to the fact that satellite ima-
ges are huge and their transfer is time expensive. The
practical solutions have assumed that GIMP is availa-
ble at the data sites. This requirement can be imposed
on small Grids, especially in the one dedicated to
image processing, like MedioGrid, but not in general-
purpose world-spread Grids. The following scenario
denies the existence of the same image processing tool
at each Grid site.

The second scenario assumes that the Grid is a
Service Grid that has several facilities for high per-
formance computing. This is the case for MedioGrid
which includes three departmental clusters. The pro-
totype Grid service built to answer the second sce-
nario is site-dependent since it must be aware of the
local resources and their availability to run the GIMP
operations. The following scenario assumes platform-
dependence.

Scenario 3: Grid Processing of Satellite Images.
A member of a virtual organization (VO) of several
research or academic institutions and companies ac-
cesses a local database of large satellite images. The
user wants to apply a special procedure for image pro-
cessing in order to extract a particular information
from the selected images. He has access to a work-
station that has reduced computing facilities. The
user has advanced knowledge about the operations to
be performed and implements them in a special pro-
gramme. The higher the number of the images to be
simultaneously analyzed or the dimensions of the ima-
ges, the higher will be the CPU’s time to extract dif-
ferent features from the images. The user will quickly
realize that the available computing and storing re-
sources are not allowing the local processing of the
satellite images.

The infrastructure supporting this scenario should
have the following components: the satellite ima-
ges, the client’s codes and some minimal facilities
to access Grid infrastructure, at the user’s node; the
Grid middleware which allows the execution of client
codes on client’s data at remote computing nodes.

The infrastructure mentioned above is specific for
a Computational Grid.

The user should rewrite the code. The special pro-
cedure for satellite image processing should be split
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into tasks that can be performed in parallel and that
are requiring similar computing effort. Ideally these
tasks should be independent. If this is not possible,
techniques like message passing between these tasks
should be taken into account. The full image transfer
should be avoided since the satellite images are big.
Therefore the splitting into tasks acting on small parts
of the images is preferred. The number of the tasks
and image parts should be careful selected by theore-
tically performance studies or experiments, in order to
obtain a response in a reasonable time.

Variants of this scenario have already been con-
sidered also in previous works mentioned in Section 2,
like in [23, 24]. In our case it is assumed that the user
has direct access to the Grid node that stores the satel-
lite images.

In the following section we present a simple
example subscribing to this scenario and the proto-
type that was build as demo facility in the frame of
MedioGrid project.

4 Case Study
There are several repositories of satellite images. For
example the Global Land Cover Facility (GLCF [9])
hosts an image archive that has Landsat TM images
available for most of the world for free download.
With a multispectral sensor, such as those from the
Landsat satellites, information from different wave-
lengths of light (visible, infrared, thermal, etc.) is col-
lected. The information for each specific wavelength
range is stored as a separate image (a band). The di-
mension of one image varies between 64 Mb and 1
Gb. The number of bands can vary between 7 and
more than 200 (multi or hyperspectral imagery). A
classical operation is to combine the images from the
different wavelengths (gray images) to create a color
image. More details about the fundamental remote
sensing concepts, image interpretation and classifica-
tion are presented in guides like [19].

MODIS imagery (MODerate Resolution Imag-
ing Spectroradiometer [13]) is used in MedioGrid.
MODIS has 36 observational channels covering a
wide frequency spectrum from visible to infra-red ra-
diation, optimized for visualizing specific surface and
atmospheric features. Each MODIS data has an as-
sociated metadata file, describing characteristics such
as spatial resolution, image size, spatial extent, time-
frame, satellite characteristics. MedioGrid project
aims to create a cache with the most recent data for
Romania and surrounding areas which can then be
processed by using Grid computing resources.

Tests for this work where performed on images
related to the West side of Romanian that are provided

by GLCF and include MODIS images.
The case study refers to the implementation of

a simple classification algorithm based on the binary
decision tree proposed by [19] to classify forest and
non-forest classes. The classification process involves
translating the pixel values in a satellite image into
meaningful categories. Decision trees are a set of bi-
nary rules that define how specific land-cover classes
should be assigned to individual pixels. The inputs
are two MODIS bands (the red and the infrared ones).
The detected land-cover classes include: water, cloud,
non-forest, forest, and scrub. To each class it is as-
signed a different color in the result image (Figure 1).

Since the classification algorithm is applied on
the pixel level, the splitting of the computational ef-
fort into similar tasks acting on parts of the image is
straightforward. The bands are split into equal sub-
images.

Assuming that the user has a sequential code that
applies the decision tree classification on satellite ima-
ges, the code prepared for the Computational Grid
consists of three components:

1. the splitter that takes the two bands and splits
them into a number of sub-images;

2. the classifier that receiving two images (pieces
from the red and infrared bands) applies the bi-
nary decision tree and produces the sub-image
storing for each pixel the color of the associated
land cover class;

3. the composer that gathers the colored sub-
images.

The classifier is the initial sequential code that is ap-
plied to smaller images.

While the splitter and the composer are acting
only at the user’s site where the satellite images are
residing, the classifier and the sub-images are submit-
ted for processing on the Computational Grid.

The prototype codes were written in Java and
their efficiency was studied on the computational
Grid provided by the SEE-Grid infrastructure [21].
The test codes are available at http://web.info.uvt.ro/˜
petcu/mediogrid/ClassDecTree.zip.

Parameter studies were performed to detect the
best choice of the number of tasks (sub-images) de-
pending on the image’s dimension. The results show
that in the case of a small satellite image (old MODIS
images for which a band is around 64 Mb) a small
number of tasks (e.g. four) is sufficient to obtain a rea-
sonable response time using the Grid infrastructure in-
stead only one computer, while for larger images (that
can hardly be loaded into one computer memory, e.g.
for 450 Mb) a larger number of tasks (e.g. sixteen)
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Figure 1: An implementation of a decision tree clas-
sification applied to the Bands 3 (top) and 4 (middle)
of a MODIS (sub)image of the West part of Roma-
nia downloaded from the GLCF archive produces a
color image (bottom) in which each color has a spe-
cific meaning

should be consider, motivating the effort to write the
splitter and the composer. Table 1 illustrates the res-
ponse time reduction by using the computational Grid
for the classification of smaller images: the bands of
only 5 Mb are split into 4, 9, respectively 12 pieces
and processed independently; due to the small dimen-

Table 1: Response time in seconds for the classifica-
tion applied to small images

Split Nodes Response Image file
type No time size in bytes
1x1 1 5.660 5,324,604
2x2 4 2.230 1,331,018
3x3 9 1.630 591,947
4x3 12 1.498 443,758

sion of the bands, the response time is of the order of
few seconds.

Similar codes can be built for more complex satel-
lite image processing, such as supervised or unsuper-
vised classifications.

5 Conclusions
Current Grid technologies provide powerful tools for
remote sensing data sharing and processing. After
an overview of the recent initiatives of ’gridifying’
satellite image processing, a specific usage scenario in
which the Grid is conceived as a powerful computing
resource was analyzed. A code which is user property
for satellite images is split into smaller tasks that are
submitted to the Grid middleware for processing. The
software prototype was built as concept demonstra-
tor for the usage scenario. It is only a small piece of
the framework of the MedioGrid on-line system that
will operate on MODIS satellite images in at most one
year.
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